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Outline 
• Change context (15 min)
• Your change project (15 min)
• Change models & evolutions (90 min)
• Integrating Org and Individual change
• The Brief - a change model (15 min)
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Next level of evolutions will come from a 
change of LEVEL in understanding 

HUMANS



Change management
• What comes to your mind when we refer 

to change management?

CM is the application of a structured process 
and set of tools for leading the people side 
of change to achieve desired outcomes. 
(Prosci)



Change context



Development stage



Scale of disruptions



A VUCA World



Different change focus

FIX the Problem & 
MAINTAIN

ADAPT to new and Keep 
Equilibrium

Keep Equilibrium & Develop 
preferred Future

DISRUPT and Create New 
Equilibrium

Innovators Dilemma

$ Creativity $ Growth $ Differentiation $ Risk control $ Compliance$ Creativity $ Visibility & Growth $ Differentiate $ Risk control $ Compliance



Organization is a 
machine

Organizations are 
complex social 

systems.

Images of organisations



Organization are complex 
systems!



Subsistence
Freedom from Want
(Income/Livelihood)

Protection
Freedom from Fear 
and Abuse
(Ground Rules)

Affection
Freedom from 
Rejection
(Dignity/Teamwork)

Understanding
Freedom from 
Uncertainty
(Information Access)

Participation
Freedom from
Exclusion
(Inclusivity)

Leisure
Freedom from
Exhaustion
(Stress Reduction)

Creation
Freedom to Create 
Your Own Future
(New Ideas)

Identity
Freedom To Be 
Proud of Yourself 
(Self-Esteem)

Freedom
Freedom from 
Coercion
(Autonomy)

All people have individual 
agendas



2. All people in an organization make 
many unsupervised decisions, every day

Ask yourself:
• How many decisions do I take every day?
• How many decisions of my staff can I control?
• How accurate can I predict the compounded 

effect of those decisions?
• What is, honestly, the expectancy range of what 

will happen tomorrow, the day after, and beyond?



3. All people in an organization are 
connected in different ways



4. An infinite number of external & 
internal influence factors

• Each day, a lot of things happen
– in your organization
– in your community
– in the local economy
– in the international economy
– in politics
– in families of your organization’s members
– in your brain

…
Each of these happenings add to uncertainty. No 

computer can calculate the effect of these 
compounding influence factors. 



• An organization can be 
compared with a cell. 

• The main purpose of the cell is 
to survive and to reproduce.

• Any organization tries to make 
sure that it is not corrupted,
which can easily happen in a 
change process. 

• This is often felt as “change 
resistance”, but it is a natural 
behavior.

5. Social systems have a strong urge 
to protect their integrity



What is your change project?
Is it complex? Complicated? 
Chaotic? Obvious? 



How to manage change considering 
organization’s complexity ?



Which models do you apply?
Which tools do you use?



Kotter
8 steps

Kurt-Lewin
3 Phases

Transition 
cycle

4-D-Cycle
Appreciative 

Inquiry
McKinsey 

7-S

PROSCI 
ADKAR

Theory U

Change as 
a game

Generative 
Change



Lewin’s: 3 steps



Kotter’s 8 steps



Grief Transition cycle

Elisabeth Kuebler-Ross: Grief 
Cycle



4-D Cycle (Appreciative 
Inquiry)



McKinsey: 7-S model



Theory U





Change Crowdsourcing

30

Creative 
IDEAS REWARDS

TRANSITION

CAPABILITES
ACTION
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M

M
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ADKAR model



REMEMBER: ‘CHANGING TWICE’ (OR EVEN JUST 
ONCE) WILL RESULT IN AN EMOTIONAL 

JOURNEY

Note: This curve reflects the 'classic' situation if change is well managed. In other situations the curve may evolve dramatically differently
Source: The Change Monster, by Jeanie Duck



Phase One:  
Stagnation

Phase Two:  
Preparation

Phase Three:  
Implementation

Phase Four:  
Determination

Phase Five: 
Fruition

• Organization assumes it’s safe
• Feels no serious threat or compelling opportunity
• Knows change is needed but is unsure what to do 
• Lacks confidence in self and management

• Rush to the answer and jump into action
• Fail to clarify scope, constituencies, robust plan
• Fail to balance broad vision with detailed plan
• Fail to appreciate the complexity of communications

• Core group gets too far ahead
• Assume readiness and understanding
• Early wins generate unrealistic expectations

• Take easy actions, leave long, hard ones unaddressed
• Results slower than expected
• Enthusiasm wanes; burnout occurs
• Gloom and doom scenarios and blaming proliferate

• Don’t celebrate or share rewards/recognition 
• Fail to reflect and harvest lessons learned
• Allow accomplishments to become sacred cows
• Allow Fruition to fade into Stagnation

• Create a healthy dissatisfaction with the status quo
• Generate appetite for change
• Build required capabilities

- skills, beliefs, behaviors

• Unite the leaders; prepare to be tested
• Develop credible action plan

- strategy, plan to generate energy, enthusiasm 
- robust communications plan

• Manage expectations and experience 
• Address beliefs and behaviors directly; reinforce 

what’s desired 
• Keep focus and clear accountability

• Validate the vision
• Stay in touch and stay flexible
• Leaders drive action, make any necessary trade-offs
• Address morale issues to increase motivation

• Broadly share praise and rewards
• Leverage learning to build change capability
• Prepare for next cycle
• Recruit new blood and new perspectives

Do we really 
have to change?

Will this 
plan work?

What’s in it 
for me?

Will mgmt make
the hard 

decisions?

Can we 
stay here?

Phase Traps Management Challenges

EACH EMOTIONAL PHASE OF CHANGE EXHIBITS 
PREDICTABLE TRAPS AND UNIQUE MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES

Source: The Change Monster, by Jeanie Duck



COMMUNICATIONS AS KEY TO 
SUCCESSFUL CHANGE MANAGEMENT

•
Align organization model and accountabilities as 
needed

• Align HR processes and performance management, 
IT & finance systems

• Lock down commitments and initiatives into 
Roadmaps

“Hardwire change”

• Manage initiatives/programs with discipline, rigor 
and oversight

• Arm executives with forward-looking visibility to 
bottom line results

• Reinforce desired behavior

“Manage for results”

“Communicate continuously and intensively”

3

4

• Create, monitor and adjust ongoing communication strategy
- Tailor messaging to specific stakeholder needs and risks

• Coach managers to be effective communicators

6

• Prepared leadership to visibly embody change
• Set up activist governance
• Engage and excite stakeholders

“Mobilize the organization”

• Build a case for 
change

• Articulate vision, 
strategy, culture 
and behaviors

• Ensure alignment 
and commitment 
of leaders 

• Establish human, 
operational and 
financial 
baselines.

“Create change
agenda”1

2

• Structure for 
ongoing learning

• Build and exploit 
change 
capabilities

“Sustain change”5

Source: BCG



Generative Model

BEHAVIOURS

CHOICES

CAPABILITIES

BELIEFS
VALUES

IDENTITY
GIFT

PURPOSE

GETTING

DOING

BEING

CURRENT REALITY => AS YOU EXPERIENCE IT

DESIRED REALITY => VISION

TRANSFORMATIONAL 
LEVELS

TRANSACTIONAL 
LEVELS

C
R

EA
TI

VE
 T

EN
SI

O
N



What do we learn from all 
these models?



Change models help to understand change. 
They are not a guideline for 1:1 implementation.

Change models all address people aspects in change, 
but they differ in their metaphor of organizations 
(organizations as machines, organizations as systems. 
etc.).

None of them openly admits that change is complex, 
consequently most try to reduce complexity.

Some change models have a strategic focus (how to 
make change happen), others not.

The older models are more linear than the recent ones.



PROSCI – ADKAR MODEL
Strategic focus & human side of change



Change concepts

Change

Senders 
and 

receivers

Resistance 
and 

comfort

Authority 
for change

Value 
systems

Incrementa
l vs. radical 

change

The right 
answer is 

not enough

Change is 
not a linear

process



Change concepts

Ø What sender says and 
what receiver hears can 
be 2 different messages.

Ø We may see the same 
thing differently

Ø Receivers have preferred 
senders

Senders 
and 

receivers



Change concepts

Ø Resistance is natural.
Ø Expect it and plan for it!
Ø IMMUNITY to CHANGE 

can be addressed

Resistance 
and 

comfort



Change concepts

Authority 
for change

Ø Lack of a strong senior 
sponsor is an indicator 
for failure

Ø An organization can not 
develop beyond its 
leader’s stage of 
development!



Change concepts

Ø Employees may resist 
change more when values 
on ownership, accountability, 
flexibility and empowerment 
are at stake.

Value 
systems



Change concepts

Ø Do we break new grounds 
or grow within limits?

Ø The change level impacts 
all choices of strategy and 
tools 

Ø The change level impacts 
level of resistance

Incremental 
vs. radical 

change

Transactional 
vs. 

transformational 
change



Change concepts

Ø Correctness is not the key 
to securing support for 
change

Ø Change is not about facts 
– it is about emotions

The right 
answer is 

not enough



Change concepts

Ø Change a process not an 
event

Ø Change is not a linear 
process  - a future state is 
reversible when mindset 
shifts have not happen

Ø The journey is more 
important then the 
destination

Change is a
process



What other concepts come to 
mind?

Specific to Eurocontrol culture



Change Management Process
an integrated approach



3-Phase Change 
Management Process

Ø Managing Change
Ø Reinforcing Change

Phase 1 Preparing for change
•Define your change management journey
•Prepare your change management team
•Develop your sponsorship model

Phase 2 Managing Change
•Develop change management plans
•Take action and implement plans

Phase 3 Reinforcing change
•Collect and analyse feedback
•Diagnose gaps and manage resistance
•Implement corrective actions and celebrate success



Phase 1 – Preparing for 
change

Main Activities
– Conduct readiness assessments
– Perform risk analysis
– Anticipate resistance areas
– Design special tactics
– Develop overall strategy
– Architect team structure
– Prepare your team
– Assess sponsorship

Preparing for change
•Define your change management journey
•Prepare your change management team
•Develop your sponsorship model

Why? To develop a customised & scaled approach 
with the necessary sponsorship and team structure

Phase 1



Phase 2 – Managing change
Main Activities

– Create plans for:
• Communications
• Sponsorship
• Coaching
• Training
• Resistance management

– Integrate into project plan
– Execute plans

Phase 2 Managing Change
• Develop change management 

plans
• Take action and implement plans

Why? To create and implement plans that will move 
the organisation and individuals through change

Phase 2



Phase 3 – Reinforcing change
Main Activities

– Proactively collect 
feedback

– Audit compliance with the 
“new way of doing things”

– Identify gaps, resistance, 
pockets of resistance

– Implement corrective action
– Celebrate successes
– Move to “new” business as 

usual

Phase 3 Reinforcing change
•Collect and analyse feedback
•Diagnose gaps and manage resistance
•Implement corrective actions and celebrate 
success

Why? To ensure the change is adopted & sustained

Phase 3



Integrating organizational & individual 
change management 

Awareness

Desire

Knowledge

Ability

Reinforcement

Phase 1 Preparing for change
•Define your change management journey
•Prepare your change management team
•Develop your sponsorship model

Phase 2 Managing Change
•Develop change management plans
•Take action and implement plans

Phase 3 Reinforcing change
•Collect and analyse feedback
•Diagnose gaps and manage resistance
•Implement corrective actions and celebrate success



Project management steps

Problem or Opportunity

Planning

Design

Development

Implementation

Business 
improvement 
steps



Change management steps

Assessments

Team and Sponsorship

Communications

Coaching and feedback

Resistance management

Change 
management 
process



Integrating PM-CM

Change 
management 
process

Business 
improvement 
steps



Change management steps

Assessments

Team and Sponsorship

Communications

Training 

Coaching and feedback

Resistance management

Change management outcomes

Change strategy

Awareness

Desire

Knowledge

Ability

Reinforcement



How to apply this model in 
your change project?

The Competency Model



The BRIEF



The VSPT – a BRIEF for rapid 
change

• Vision
• Strategy
• Projects
• Tactics

Your change 
projects in a 
nutshell



How are you? 



PART 2
The BELIEFS WAY to Change


